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Abstract—Discrete multitone transmission (DMT) schemes,
such as asymmetrically clipped DMT and DC-biased DMT, are
popular multicarrier transmission schemes for dispersive opti-
cal channels employing intensity modulation and direct detection.
These transmission schemes utilize a cyclic prefix (CP) to have a
simple frequency domain equalization at the receiver. In this pa-
per, we propose two novel DMT signaling schemes for such optical
systems, where the guard interval is built of a unique word (UW),
i.e., a deterministic data-independent sequence. This approach be-
comes possible since redundancy is added in the frequency domain
and the UW is a part of the discrete Fourier transform interval.
The results show that the proposed UW-DMT schemes outperform
the conventional CP-DMT schemes in dispersive optical channels.
Furthermore, the UW can be additionally used for other purposes,
such as synchronization and channel estimation.

Index Terms—Cyclic prefix (CP), discrete multitone transmis-
sion (DMT), intensity modulation (IM), unique word (UW).

I. INTRODUCTION

ORTHOGONAL frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
is a popular transmission approach in RF communication

systems due to its robustness against frequency selective fading,
its simple implementation, and its bandwidth efficiency. A cyclic
prefix (CP) is inserted periodically in OFDM. Therefore, within
the receivers correlation interval, the linear convolution of the
transmitted signal with the channel impulse response appears as
a cyclic convolution. It enables a fast Fourier transform (FFT)
based processing of the received signal such that only a simple
one tap equalization is needed on each subcarrier in the fre-
quency domain. Since the CP is data dependent and varies from
symbol to symbol, it cannot be utilized for any other purposes.
Therefore many alternative concepts have been introduced in
RF where the conventional CP is replaced by a fixed data
independent sequence which still maintains the cyclicity. A well
discussed scheme is known symbol padding (KSP) OFDM [1].
Recently a new OFDM signaling concept, called unique word
(UW) OFDM, has been introduced in [2]–[4] which is different
from CP- or KSP-OFDM. Unlike the CP and KSP cases, the
UW forms a part of the DFT-interval as shown in Fig. 1. Hence,
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Fig. 1. Transmit structure using a cyclic prefix (CP), a known symbol (KS)
or a unique word (UW).

the most important difference between UW- and KSP-OFDM
is the fact that the UW is part of the DFT interval, whereas
the known symbol (KS) in KSP is not. Since the UW is part
of the DFT interval, we need to add redundancy in the fre-
quency domain. However, this redundancy can advantageously
be used to improve the bit error ratio (BER) performance. It
has already been shown in [2]–[5] that UW-OFDM has supe-
rior BER performance over classical CP-OFDM in frequency
selective environments. Since the UW is deterministic, it can
optimally be designed for additional needs such as synchro-
nization and/or system parameter estimation purposes at the
receiver side.

Optical systems with non-coherent sources such as light emit-
ting diodes (LEDs) rely on intensity modulation (IM) and direct
detection (DD). The most important examples for such optical
systems are plastic optical fiber (POF) and visible light com-
munication (VLC) systems. As a result of the limited coherence
of the source (the electrical field appears as broadband noise),
a field modulation of two high frequencies carriers with 90◦

phase shift (quadrature up conversion) as in RF is impossible.
On the contrary, for IM/DD, all signals need to be real-valued
and non-negative. The real-valued baseband version of OFDM
is usually referred to as discrete multitone transmission (DMT),
and we use this term throughout the whole article. As compared
to OFDM, the DMT scheme requires some extra signal ma-
nipulations before and after the IFFT to make the time domain
signal real-valued and positive. Depending on the type of pre-
and post-IFFT processing, many variants of DMT schemes such
as asymmetrically clipped (AC) and DC-biased DMT schemes
have been proposed and thoroughly investigated in the literature
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[6]–[8]. Similar to OFDM, these DMT schemes utilize CP for
simple frequency domain equalization.

In this work, we propose new unique word DMT signaling
schemes for optical systems employing IM/DD. These schemes
are derived from the UW-OFDM signaling concept [2], [3].
However, due to IM/DD constraints, our UW-DMT concept is
different than the original UW-OFDM design. In our concept,
the redundancy introduced in the frequency domain not only
ensures that the signals are real-valued at the output of the IFFT
but also we get zeros at the start or at the end of the time-
domain signal so that a UW can be added in the time domain.
This is achieved by designing a code generator matrix which is
multiplied with the QAM data symbols in the frequency domain.
The design of this code generator matrix is not unique and
different matrices yield different performances. In this work, we
propose different types of code generator matrices. Moreover,
we refer to these new schemes as UW-DMT schemes while the
classical CP based DMT schemes are referred to as CP-DMT.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The sys-
tem model and the proposed UW-DMT schemes are presented in
Section II. We also discuss different designs for code generator
matrices. In Section III, we discuss receiver concepts for the pro-
posed schemes and describe linear equalization techniques. In
Section IV, we present the simulation results to show the perfor-
mance of the proposed transmission schemes. We also compare
these schemes with the conventional CP-DMT schemes. Finally,
we summarize our results in Section V.

Notation: We use lower-case bold face letters (a, b, ...) to
indicate vectors and upper-case bold face letters (A,B, ...) to
indicate matrices. The superscripts (·)∗, (·)T, and (·)H represent
complex conjugate, matrix transpose, and complex conjugate
transpose (Hermitian), respectively.

II. UW-DMT TRANSMISSION TECHNIQUES

In this section, we present the proposed UW-DMT schemes.
First, we discuss the system model, where we describe the trans-
mit structure for the conventional CP-DMT schemes such as
AC-DMT and DC-biased DMT. In the subsequent part, we dis-
cuss the proposed DMT schemes.

Let Nm be the effective number of data symbols which
are to be mapped on N

2 subcarriers in the frequency domain,
with N being the DFT size. We define a real valued matrix

B ∈ {0, 1} N
2 ×Nm which maps these symbols to the respective

subcarriers. Since IM/DD requires for real-valued signals, a Her-
mitian symmetry has to be enforced in the frequency domain.
Hence, we define a new matrix B̄ as

B̄ =
[
B 0
0 Π̂B

]
∈ RN×2Nm , (1)

where Π̂ is defined as

Π̂ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 . . . 0
0 0 . . . 1
...

...
...

...
0 1 . . . 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 . . . 0
0
... Π
0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

where Π ∈ {0, 1}( N
2 −1)×( N

2 −1) (therefore Π̂ ∈ {0, 1}N
2 ×N

2 ) is
the exchange matrix that has ones on the anti-diagonal and zeros
elsewhere. Moreover, the first row of Π̂, which corresponds to
the DC-carrier, should be all zeros to ensure no DC component.

Different variants of DMT schemes have different B matri-
ces. For example, in AC-DMT, every second row is a zero row
since complex-valued data symbols are mapped only to odd sub-
carriers. This symmetry ensures that all negative parts can be
clipped in the time domain without any information loss. Thus
it reduces the bandwidth efficiency of AC-DMT to half of the
DC-biased DMT. The real-valued signal at the IFFT output for
the conventional CP-DMT schemes is given as

x = F H
N B̄d̂ ∈ RN×1 , (2)

where F N is the N -point DFT matrix with its elements
[F N ]k,l = 1√

N
e−j 2 π

N kl for k, l = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,N − 1 and d̂ =
[d d∗]T ∈ C2Nm×1 contains the complex-valued data vector
d and its conjugate. Depending upon the variant of the DMT
scheme, the post-IFFT processing (such as clipping for AC-
DMT or adding an appropriate DC-bias along with clipping for
DC-biased DMT) is carried out to ensure that the transmit signal
is positive-valued.

In the UW-DMT symbol generation, we propose to generate a
symbol x =

[
0 xT

d

]T
with a zero UW in the first step. Note that

x in (2) does not contain the cyclic prefix. In the second step,
the desired UW is added in the time domain. Let xu ∈ RNu×1

be a unique word of length Nu which is added at the start of the
time domain UW-DMT symbol such that

x′ =
[

0
xd

]
+
[

xu

0

]
(3)

= x +
[

xu

0

]
=
[

xu

xd

]
∈ RN×1 (4)

The symbol x with a zero UW is obtained by adding redun-
dancy in the frequency domain. Let G ∈ CNm×Nd be a code
generator matrix which adds redundancy in the frequency do-
main, then the time domain vector at the output of IDFT is
given as,

x =
[

0
xd

]
= F H

N

[
B 0
0 Π̂B

][
G 0
0 G∗

][
d
d∗

]

= F H
N B̄c, (5)

where d ∈ CNd×1 contains the data symbols in the frequency
domain, c ∈ C2Nm×1 contains the coded symbols using the code
generator matrix, and Nm = Nd + Nr with Nr being the re-
dundancy added in the frequency domain. It has been shown
for UW-OFDM in [4], [5] that the design of the G matrix is
not unique and different types of code generator matrices can
be obtained. Using a similar idea as for UW-OFDM, we derive
different code generator matrices for UW-DMT schemes that
satisfy (5). Since we have a different problem (5) for UW-DMT
schemes as compared to UW-OFDM, we will also get different
solutions. Depending on how the redundancy is added, the de-
sign of the G matrix can be divided into two categories that are
discussed in the following.
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A. Systematic Code Generator Matrix

In the systematic approach, UW-DMT symbols are generated
by appropriately loading so-called redundant subcarriers r ∈
CNr×1 with the help of a permutation matrix P ∈ RNm×Nm .
In this approach, the data and the redundant symbols are distin-
guishable at the output of the code generator matrix. We redefine
(5) for this approach as

x =
[

0
xd

]
= F H

N

[
B 0
0 Π̂B

][
P 0
0 P

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸⎡

⎣ M 11 M 12 M 13 M 14
M 21 M 22 M 23 M 24

⎤
⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

d
r
d∗

r∗

⎤
⎥⎥⎦. (6)

From the first block, we see that

M 11d + M 12r + M 13d
∗ + M 14r

∗ = 0.

Note that (M 13d
∗ + M 14r

∗) corresponds to the IDFT of the
negative part of the spectrum. This means that

M 13d
∗ + M 14r

∗ = (M 11d + M 12r)∗,

therefore,

0 = M 11d + M 12r + M 13d
∗ + M14r

∗

0 = 2 · Re {M 11d + M 12r} .

Our aim is to express r as a function of d which is achieved by
solving

0 = Re {M 11d + M 12r} . (7)

Note that this equation has more than one solution, since the
Re{·} operator offers an extra degree of freedom. In the follow-
ing we present two approaches to solve the (7).

1) Solution 1: The simplest solution for (7) is

0 = M 11d + M 12r

r = (M 12)−1M 11d

r = T ′d, (8)

where T ′ = (M 22)−1M 21 is an invertible matrix. We simplify
(6) by inserting r from (8) which results in

x = F H
N

[
B 0
0 Π̂B

][
P 0
0 P

]
⎡
⎢⎢⎣

d
T ′d
d∗

(T ′d)∗

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

= F H
N B̄

[
P 0
0 P

]
⎡
⎢⎢⎣

INd
0

T ′ 0
0 INd

0 (T ′)∗

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
[

d
d∗

]

= F H
N B̄

[
GSys1 0

0 G∗
Sys1

][
d
d∗

]
(9)

where

GSys1 = P

[
INd

T ′

]
∈ CNm ×Nd (10)

is the code generator matrix for this solution.
2) Solution 2: The design of the GSys1 matrix in (10) does

not exploit the extra degrees of freedom that are provided by the
Re{.} operation in (7). In this section, we exploit the property,
Re{V · Q} = Re{V }Re{Q} − Im{V }Im{Q} for two com-
plex matrices V and Q. Using this property, we rewrite our
original problem in (7) as

0 = Re {M 11d + M 12r}
= Re{M 11}Re{d} − Im{M 11}Im{d}

+ Re{M 12}Re{r} − Im{M 12}Im{r}.
The solution is given by{

Re {r} = −Re {M 12}−1 · Re {M 11} · Re {d}
Im {r} = −Im {M 12}−1 · Im {M 11} · Im {d} .

Next, let us define two real-valued matrices T r and T i as{
T r = −Re {M 12}−1 · Re {M 11}
T i = −Im {M 12}−1 · Im {M 11} .

Therefore, vector r for this solution can be expressed as

r = T r · Re {d} + jT i · Im {d} . (11)

Inserting the r in (6) results in

x = F H
N B̄

[
P 0

0 P

]⎛⎜⎜⎝

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

INd

T r

INd

T r

⎤
⎥⎥⎦Re{d} + j

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

INd

T i

−INd

−T i

⎤
⎥⎥⎦Im{d}

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ .

(12)
Defining two real-valued code generator matrices as

Gr,Sys =P

[
INd

T r

]
∈ RNm ×Nd Gi,Sys =P

[
INd

T i

]
∈ RNm ×Nd

Equation (12) simplifies to

x = F H
N B̄

(
Ĝr,SysRe{d} + jĜi,SysIm{d}

)
,

where

Ĝr,Sys =
[

Gr,Sys

Gr,Sys

]
Ĝi,Sys =

[
Gi,Sys

−Gi,Sys

]
(13)

3) Design of the Permutation Matrix P : The position of re-
dundant subcarriers in the systematic UW-DMT schemes plays
an important role regarding its performance. Therefore, the de-
sign of the P matrix is crucial for the performance of systematic
UW-DMT. We use a similar procedure as proposed for UW-
OFDM in [2] to the find the optimal permutation matrix P . The
goal is to find a matrix P that minimizes the redundant energy.
We use the heuristic method proposed in [4] to calculate almost
optimal positions. The expected redundant energy for the DMT
schemes is given as

Er =
2
N

E
{
rH r

}
, (14)

where the factor 2 is due to the conjugate symmetry of DMT
schemes. In the following, we calculate the redundant energy
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for both solutions. Then we apply the heuristic algorithm in [4]
to calculate the P matrix.

a) Redundant Energy for Solution 1: By using the properties
of the trace operator (i.e. tr(·)), we get

Er,1 =
2
N

E
{
rH r

}

=
2
N

E
{
tr(rrH )

}

=
2
N

E
{

tr(T ′ddH T ′H )
}

= 2
σ2

d

N
tr
(
T ′T ′H

)

where σ2
d is the variance of the data symbols.

b) Redundant Energy for Solution 2: Let r′ be the real part of
r and r′′ be the imaginary part. Similarly, let d′ be the real part
of d and d′′ be the imaginary part. Then

Er,2 =
2
N

E
{
rH r

}
=

2
N

E
{
(r′ − jr′′)T (r′ + jr′′)

}

=
2
N

E
{
(r′)T r′ + (r′′)T r′′}

=
2
N

E
{
tr(r′(r′)T ) + tr(r′′(r′′)T )

}

=
2σ2

d ′

N
tr
(
T rT

T
r

)
+

2σ2
d ′′

N
tr
(
T iT

T
i

)

=
σ2

d

N

(
tr
(
T rT

T
r

)
+ tr

(
T iT

T
i

))
,

where we have used σ2
d ′ = σ2

d ′′ = σ 2
d

2 which is true for uncorre-
lated QAM symbols.

B. Non-Systematic Code Generator Matrix

In the non-systematic design, we abandon the idea of dedi-
cated redundant subcarriers and design a code generator matrix
that distributes the energy over all subcarriers. Therefore, at the
output of the code generator matrix, the data and redundant
symbols are not anymore distinguishable. Let us define[

M 11 M 12
M 21 M 22

]
= F H

N

[
B 0
0 Π̂B

]
(15)

Inserting this definition in (5), we get[
M 11 M 12
M 21 M 22

][
G 0
0 G∗

][
d
d∗

]
=
[

0
xd

]
(16)

Hence, we can extract the following relation from the above
equation,

0 = M 11Gd + M 12G
∗d∗,

where M 12G
∗d∗ corresponds to the IDFT of the negative part

of the spectrum. Therefore,

0 = M 11Gd + M 12G
∗d∗

0 = 2 · Re {M 11Gd} . (17)

Note that this problem is similar to the systematic code generator
design and a unique solution does not exist. In the following, we
will present two solutions as presented for the systematic code
generator matrix.

1) Solution 1: Since the relation in (17) must hold for any d
vector, the simplest solution is

0 = M 11G. (18)

Note that (18) implies that the columns of G should belong
to the null-space of M 11 . There exist multiple solutions to this
problem but all should fulfill the constraints in (18). One solution
can be a matrix that contains an orthonormal basis of the null
space. This can be achieved by computing the singular value
decomposition (SVD) of M 11 . We denote the code matrix as
GNsys1 which is computed in this way.

2) Solution 2: In the second approach, we design two real-
valued generator matrices for the real and the imaginary parts
of the data symbols, respectively. Let Gr ∈ RNm ×Nd and Gi ∈
RNm ×Nd denote two real-valued generator matrices. We can
rewrite (5) as[

0
xd

]
= F H

N

[
B 0
0 Π̂B

]([
Gr

Gr

]
Re{d} + j

[
Gi

−Gi

]
Im{d}

)

Using the (15), we obtain[
0
xd

]
=
[

M 11 M 12
M 21 M 22

]([
Gr

Gr

]
Re{d} + j

[
Gi

−Gi

]
Im{d}

)
,

(19)
where

M 12Gr Re{d} = (M 11Gr Re{d})∗

−M 12GiIm{d} = (M 11GiIm{d})∗.
Using the above properties, we can simplify the first block of
(19) as

0 = Re {M 11Gr Re{d} + jM 11GiIm{d}}
= Re{M 11}Gr Re{d} − Im{M 11}GiIm{d}.

Therefore, following constraints have to be fulfilled for the de-
sign of these two code generator matrices.{

0 = Re{M 11}Gr

0 = Im{M 11}Gi
.

Note that, this implies that the columns of Gr and Gi ma-
trices belong to the null space of Re{M 11} and Im{M 11},
respectively. Similar to solution 1, we can compute the SVD of
Re{M 11} and Im{M 11} to obtain Gr and Gi , respectively. In
this work, we refer to the matrices obtained through this method
as Gr,Nsys and Gi,Nsys. Therefore, the signal at the output of the
IDFT is

x = F H
N B̄

(
Ĝr,NsysRe{d} + jĜi,NsysIm{d}

)
,

where

Ĝr,Nsys =
[

Gr,Nsys

Gr,Nsys

]
Ĝi,Nsys =

[
Gi,Nsys

−Gi,Nsys

]
(20)
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Fig. 2. Time domain comparison of both solutions for AC-UW-DMT and DC-biased UW-DMT for N = 64, Nr = 10. (a) Solution 1 for AC-UW-DMT.
(b) Solution 2 for AC-UW-DMT. (c) Solution 1 for DC-biased UW-DMT. (d) Solution 2 for DC-biased UW-DMT.

C. Comparison of Both Solutions

A realization of the real-valued time domain samples at the
output of the IDFT is shown in Fig. 2 for both solutions and for
both unique word DMT schemes. Different numbers of zeros
at different positions are obtained for both solutions and also
for both DMT schemes. Since solution 1 does not take full
advantage of the real operator in (7) and (17), we only get Nu

zeros at the start of the symbols for both UW-DMT schemes.
Additionally, we also get Nu zeros in the middle for AC-DMT
due to the Hermitian symmetry property. Since in solution 2,
we use two real-valued generator matrices for the positive and
the negative spectrum, we get Nu zeros at the start and Nu − 1
zeros at the end of the time domain samples. Since the first row
of Im{M 11} contains only zeros, we get only Nu − 1 zeros
at the end instead of Nu zeros. Moreover, we get an additional
2Nu − 1 zeros in the middle for AC-UW-DMT. Clearly, solution
2 is a better option since we need only half of the redundancy
(Nr/2) as compared to solution 1 to add a unique word of
length Nu . This is accomplished by adding a UW in between
two symbols since we get zeros not only at the start but also at
the end of time domain symbols.

III. RECEIVER DESIGN

The data received in the frequency domain after subtracting
the UW and removing the zero subcarriers is given by

y = B̄T F N ĤF H
N B̄c + B̄T F N n̂

= Hc + n, (21)

where Ĥ ∈ RN×1 is the circulant convolutional matrix con-
taining the channel impulse response, H = B̄T F N ĤF H

N B̄ ∈
C2Nm×1 is a diagonal matrix with the channel transfer func-
tion on its diagonal, and n = B̄T F N n̂ denotes the noise in the
frequency domain. The impact of the channel is removed by
utilizing an appropriate detector. In this work, we present only
linear detectors for UW-DMT schemes. The linear detection
schemes differ for both solutions.

A. Linear Detectors for Solution 1

Irrespective of the type of code generator matrix (systematic
or non-systematic) used, the symbols at the output of the code

generator matrix for solution 1 are given as

c =
[

G 0
0 G∗

][
d
d∗

]

where G can be chosen as GSys1 or GNsys1. The symbols can be
estimated as

d̂ = Eŷ ∈ CNd×1 ,

where ŷ corresponds to the received spectrum of the posi-
tive frequencies and E ∈ CNd×Nm contains the equalizer filter
weights. In [9], [10], it has been shown that the optimum linear
estimators such as the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) or
the linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) estimator can
be used to estimate the data symbols for UW-OFDM. We use
the same estimators for UW-DMT schemes. The estimators for
the solution 1 are given as

EBLUE =
(
GH H̃

H
H̃G

)−1
GH H̃

H
, (22)

EMMSE =
(

GH H̃
H

H̃G + N
σ2

n

σ2
d

INd

)−1

GH H̃
H

, (23)

where H̃ ∈ CNm×Nm denotes a diagonal matrix with the chan-
nel transfer function of the spectrum of the positive frequencies
on its diagonal, G can be either GSys1 or GNsys1, σ2

n is the vari-
ance of the noise samples, and σ2

d is the variance of the data
symbols.

B. Linear Detectors for Solution 2

If the G matrices based on the solution 2 are used, then the
received signal will be,

y = H
(
Ĝr Re{d} + jĜiIm{d}

)
+ n

= HĜr Re{d} + jHĜiIm{d} + n,

where Ĝr and Ĝi can be the generator matrices for the sys-
tematic or non-systematic approach. The symbols are then
estimated as

d̂ = Re{Er ŷ} + jIm{Ei ŷ} ∈ CNd×1 ,

where Er and Ei are the equalizer filter weights for the real and
the imaginary part of the data symbols. The equalizer weights
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can be calculated by replacing G in (22) and (23) with G′
r,Sys

or G′
r,Nsys for Er and G′

r,sSys or G′
r,Nsys for Ei .

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

We evaluate the performance of these schemes over a
Gaussian low pass channel with a transfer function

G(f) = e
− ln(

√
2)
(

f
f 3dB

)2

, (24)

where f3dB is the corresponding electrical 3 dB cut-off frequency
compared to 1.5 dB in the optical domain. Equation (24) is a
valid model for the multipath dispersion in POFs [11], [12].
Clearly, the 3 dB cut-off frequency differs for various lengths
of POFs [11]. Since the multipath dispersion increases with the
fiber length, f3dB decreases accordingly; for example, f3dB of
130 MHz, 90 MHz, and 55 MHz are achieved for POF lengths
of 15 m, 50 m, and 100 m, respectively [11].

The performance of the proposed schemes is evaluated
in terms of an optical power penalty which is defined as
10 · log10(P/POOK) dB [13]. Here, P defines the required av-
erage optical power of the investigated transmission scheme
and POOK is the required reference power of NRZ-OOK (non-
return-to-zero on-off keying). This reference power is measured
in a flat additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel and is
given as

POOK =
√

N0Rb

R
erfc−1(2pb), (25)

where N0 is the power spectral density (single-sided) of the sig-
nal independent additive white noise current (in A2 /Hz) at the
photodiode output, R is the photodiode responsivity (in A/W),
Rb is the bit rate, and pb is the bit error ratio. Clearly, the ratio
P/POOK is measured at the same values of N0, R,Rb, and pb.
This approach has been adopted by various authors in the liter-
ature [14]–[16]. We prefer this approach against a comparison
of the electrical Eb,elec/N0 because of two reasons. Firstly, there
is no fixed relationship between Eb,elec and the mean optical
power P since the instantaneous electrical power depends on
the square of the instantaneous optical power. Secondly, we can
easily compare the schemes for different Rb/f3dB values, where
Rb/f3dB characterizes the spectral efficiency in bits/s/Hz. For
example, a Rb/f3dB = 2 will represent a data rate of 260 MHz
for a 15 m SI-POF with a f3dB = 130 MHz. However, to il-
lustrate it further, we also show results for the BER vs. the
required average optical power for the DC-biased UW-DMT
scheme in Fig. 3. Note that the ratio RP/

√
N0Rb in this fig-

ure corresponds to the ratio Eb,elec/N0 which is usually used
for performance analysis in RF communication. Moreover, the
horizontal green line at pb = 10−3 represents an example of the
power penalty. Since we would need a separate curve for each
Rb/f3dB value, we do not show the BER plots in the following
figures. Instead, we show the power penalty mentioned above
over Rb/f3dB at pb = 10−3 . Moreover, we have used a zero UW
in our simulations but other sequences such as m-sequence can
also be used. The rest of the simulation parameters are described
in Table I.

Fig. 3. Comparison of 4-QAM DC-biased UW-DMT scheme for different
Rb/f3dB values using GNsys and solution 2.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Fig. 4. Comparison of DC-biased UW-DMT schemes with different G
matrices.

First we discuss the performance of the UW-DMT schemes
with different code generator matrices designed for both solu-
tions. As an example, we show the performance of 16 QAM
DC-biased UW-DMT in Fig. 4 but the results are similar for
AC-UW-DMT as shown in Fig. 5(b). It is evident form the re-
sults that all G matrices result in different performance where
the systematic and the non systematic code generator matrices
using solution 2 outperform the solution 1. One of the reason
is the use of less number of redundant carriers for solution 2.
Moreover, the UW-DMT schemes with GNsys matrices outper-
forms the GSys. This is due to the fact that the redundancy
is distributed over all subcarriers for the non-systematic ap-
proach. It is also analogous to the UW-OFDM system where
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Fig. 5. Comparison of UW-DMT schemes with CP-DMT schemes. (a) Comparison of DC-biased UW-DMT with DC-biased CPDMT using GNsys and
solution 2. (b) Comparison of AC-UW-DMT with AC-CP-DMT.

the UW-OFDM with non-systematic code generator matrices
outperforms the UW-OFDM with systematic matrices. Clearly,
the GNsys matrix designed using the solution 2 is a better choice
for UW-DMT schemes. Note that the code generator matrices
are designed only once for the given system parameters.

We compare the performance of the DC-biased UW-DMT
scheme with the DC-biased CP-DMT scheme in Figs. 3 and 5(a).
Here, we have only shown the results for the UW-DMT scheme
with non-systematic generator matrices using solution 2 since
this combination outperforms the other solutions. However, we
also show the performance of the AC-UW-DMT scheme with
systematic generator matrices using solution 2 in Fig. 5(b). The
results show that DC-biased UW-DMT scheme outperforms the
DC-biased CP-DMT scheme at all Rb/f3dB values for a fixed
pb = 10−3 , as shown in Fig. 5(a). The same is true in Fig. 3
where we show results for the BER vs. the normalized power
for a fixed Rb value. Clearly, the DC-biased CP-DMT scheme
requires more optical power to achieve the same data rate. For
example, to achieve a data rate of 440 MHz for a POF length of
100 m (Rb/f3dB = 8 with f3dB = 55 MHz ) using 16 QAM, the
DC-biased CP-DMT requires approximately 2 dB more than
the DC-biased UW-DMT scheme i.e., the power penalty for
DC-biased UW-DMT is 10 dB while the power penalty for DC-
biased CP-DMT is approximately 12 dB. However, the same
data rate can be achieved by much lower power penalties for
both schemes for a reduced length of fiber. For example, for
a 50 m POF, the data rate of 440 MHz (at Rb/f3dB = 4.89)
can be achieved by employing DC-biased UW-DMT scheme
with a power penalty of 6.5 dB while the DC-biased CP-DMT
scheme require more optical power (power penealty of 8.3 dB)
to achieve the same data rate. The results are slightly differ-
ent for the AC-DMT scheme as shown in Fig. 5(b), where we
observe approximately the same power penalties at very high
Rb/f3dB values, but still a high gain for AC-UW-DMT is ob-
served at lower Rb/f3dB values. Note that the design of the
code generator matrix is not unique and different code gen-
erator matrices yield different performances. In this work, we
have only used the non-systematic GNsys matrix based on the
singular value decomposition but other matrices can also be de-
signed. These code generator matrices can be designed using

the channel statistics and may further improve the performance
of the UW-DMT schemes.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have proposed two novel unique word DMT
schemes, namely AC UW-DMT and DC-biased UW-DMT, for
optical systems with IM/DD. We have proposed different types
of code generator matrices for these schemes. In the DMT
schemes, a Hermitian symmetry has to be enforced to obtain
real-valued signals. This constraint offers an extra degree of
freedom in designing the code generator matrices where we
have proposed two solutions. The solution 2 is a better choice
as compared to solution 1, since it generates zeros not only at
the tail, but also at the start of the time domain samples, thus
reducing the amount of redundancy required to employ a UW
of length Nu . The results show that the non-systematic code
generator matrix that uses solution 2 is the best design choice
for these UW-DMT schemes. The UW-DMT schemes with this
design not only outperform the other designs in terms of power
penalties but also the conventional CP-DMT schemes signif-
icantly. In addition to the improved performance, the UW in
the UW-DMT schemes can be used for other purposes such as
synchronization or parameter estimation.
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